Spaces:
- An inviting gathering place, the heart of the library, with year-round fireplace
- A fun hands-on Early Learning Room for ages 0-5
- Lifelong Learning Space for hosting poetry readings, book discussions, and the like
- A creative Make and Do Activity Room that builds on STEAM philosophies

Collections:
- Significantly enhanced collections, relevant, and readily accessible
- More than 43,000 fiction and nonfiction books
- Expanded streaming, e-book and media collections, including DVDs and CDs

Technology:
- Many more desktop computers as well as a center for copying, printing, and scanning
- Equipment for training, gaming, online courses and video conferencing
- The latest equipment and resources to foster collaboration
- A digital lab with multiple laptops for robotics and other emerging technology
- Amazing soundproof studio for creating audio and visual projects

“Public libraries are crucial centers of community activity, places where people from diverse backgrounds and with varied interests connect; public libraries are America at its best.” ~ Jason Chin, Caldecott Honoree and South Burlington resident

Make the South Burlington Library Extraordinary

www.southburlingtonlibraryfoundation.org